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SbD Synthesis of Dual-Band Perturbed Minkowski Monopole
Fractal Antennas
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Abstract—An innovative methodology for the design of dual-band microstrip monopole antennas is
presented in this work. It leverages on the unconventional modeling of the radiator shape based on
the perturbed Minkowski fractal in order to fit arbitrarily-defined resonances. A System-by-Design
(SbD) technique is exploited to solve the arising global optimization problem with high computational
eﬃciency. Representative benchmarks are reported to assess the eﬀectiveness, reliability, and eﬃciency
of the proposed synthesis approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet-of-Things (IoT ) and the Internet-of-Everything (IoE ) is causing
an exponentially-growing need for small-size, cheap, and densely interconnected wireless devices capable
of “pervasive intelligence” [1, 2]. One pillar asset supporting such a technological advancement is
represented by the design of compact and low-profile IoT/IoE devices simultaneously supporting
heterogeneous wireless standards and services (e.g., LTE, WLAN, UMTS, Bluetooth, GPS, RFID) [1].
Such a necessity has been driving during the last decade a remarkable interest in the design of innovative
multi-band antennas (i ) simultaneously transmitting/receiving electromagnetic (EM ) energy within
diﬀerent portions of the spectrum and (ii ) enabling a miniaturization of the radio-frequency (RF )
front-end [3–6]. In such a framework, fractal antennas are considered an eﬀective and versatile recipe
to implement low-profile radiating structures naturally exhibiting diﬀerent scales of detail that are
independently excited at diﬀerent wavelengths of the TX/RX signal [7–14]. However, designs based
on conventional fractal shapes, whose geometry descriptors are derived by means of iterative analytical
relationships, generally exhibit fixed-ratio locations of the working resonances [7, 8]. To overcome such
a limitation, radiators based on “perturbed” fractal shapes have been introduced, proving an increased
flexibility in their resonance behavior and enabling the implementation of multi-band devices hosting
arbitrary wireless standards [15–17]. Nevertheless, the “price to pay” is an increased complexity of the
synthesis problem due to the larger number of design variables and the unavailability of closed-form
formulas to determine non-uniform heterogeneous-scale details. Therefore, the design of perturbed
fractals often relies on global optimization techniques such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for an
eﬀective exploration of the solution space without requiring the analytical knowledge of the cost function
derivative nor suﬀering from its multi-modal nature [15–21]. Unfortunately, directly integrating EAs
with accurate but time-consuming full-wave (FW ) EM solvers for assessing the fitness of each trial
design turns out to be computationally cumbersome, easily yielding long synthesis times [15].
To overcome such an issue, several synthesis methodologies have been recently developed within the
artificial intelligence (AI ) and machine learning (ML) frameworks in order to alleviate the computational
complexity while guaranteeing eﬀective solutions [22–26]. In this context, the System-by-Design (SbD)
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recently emerged as a functional eco-system to handle complexity in EM design problems by means
of properly selected, implemented, and interconnected functional blocks depending on the objectives,
constraints, and degrees-of-freedom (DoF s) at hand [27, 28]. Several implementations of the SbD have
been proposed for the robust and cost-eﬃcient synthesis of diﬀerent EM devices including radomes [28],
reflectarrays [29], wide-angle impedance layers (WAIM s) [30–33], metamaterials [34], polarizers [35],
and EM skins [36, 37]. Concerning the design of fractal antennas, a pioneer attempt to apply the
SbD to the synthesis of Sierpinski Gasket radiators has been presented in [15] based on Orthogonal
Arrays (OAs), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Although
such a technique proved to be eﬀective and computationally convenient over a standard EA-based
optimization, it lacks any possibility to control the “degree of reliability” of the predictions outputted
by the SVR during the optimization process, thus not guaranteeing a-priori that the final solution will
be fully compliant with the project requirements [15]. Diﬀerently, this work investigates the suitability
of a recently-proposed SbD algorithm based on the “interactive collaboration” between a PSO-based
Solution Space Exploration (SSE ) block and a fast Surrogate Model (SM ) relying on the Ordinary
Kriging (OK ) ML technique [23, 27]. Thanks to the capability of the OK to provide the SSE block
with an estimation of the confidence level of its predictions, properly-chosen trial solutions are selected
and FW -simulated to adaptively enhance the SM accuracy during the optimization [27]. Such a SbD
strategy is here applied, for the first time to the best of the authors’ knowledge, to the expedite design of
low-profile dual-band monopole antennas with arbitrarily-located resonances. Towards this end, a novel
perturbed Minkowski monopole (PMM ) modeling is proposed to derive, in combination with the SbD
solution engine, an eﬀective, robust, and eﬃcient design methodology for the synthesis of dual-band
radiators with the user desired EM behavior.
2. SBD-DRIVEN SYNTHESIS OF DUAL-BAND PMM RADIATORS
The geometry of the proposed dual-band PMM is sketched in Fig. 1. The antenna is realized in printed
circuit board (PCB ) technology by etching a rectangular ground plane of height Hg [Fig. 1(b)] on the
bottom face and the fractal-shaped metallization on the top face of a dielectric substrate of relative
permittivity ε, loss tangent tan δ, and thickness η [Fig. 1(a)]. To guarantee a proper input impedance
matching over the target frequency bands, a tapered microstrip line of length Hf with bottom and
top widths set to Wf 1 and Wf 2 , respectively, is used to feed the main radiator. As for this latter, it
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Figure 1. (a) Front and (b) back geometry sketches of the dual-band PMM radiator.
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is modeled starting from a square microstrip patch of side L0 , implementing the 0-th iteration of the
fractal shape, and therefore being mainly responsible of the fist (lower-band) resonance. As for the
1-st perturbed Minkowski fractal iteration, four non-uniform rectangular insets/indentations are etched
from the square patch to realize the desired second (higher-band) resonance by introducing arbitrarilyshaped higher-scale details [Fig. 1(a)]. To yield a symmetrical pattern in the horizontal plane (i.e.,
φ = 0 [deg]), the geometrical symmetry of the radiator is enforced by mirroring such insets with respect
to the vertical (y) axis [Fig. 1(a)]. Accordingly, the PMM radiating surface is fully controlled by the set
of U = 7 geometrical descriptors L = {Lu ; u = 0, ..., U − 1} [Fig. 1(a)]. It is worth remarking that such
an unconventional modeling is aimed at overcoming the fixed relation between successive resonances
imposed by the canonical Minkowski fractal shape [13, 14], thus enabling the eﬀective design of monopole
antennas with uncorrelated resonance locations.
Owing to the proposed modeling of the radiator shape, the dual-band PMM accounts for K = 11
DoF s, i.e., (Fig. 1)
χ = {χk ; k = 1, ..., K} = {Hg , Hf , Wf 1 , Wf 2 , L} .
(1)
Due to the unavailability of analytical formulas to derive the set of PMM descriptors enabling arbitrarilydefined resonances, the synthesis problem at hand is formulated as a global optimization one aimed at
retrieving the optimal set of DoF s as
[
]
{ }
(opt)
χ
= arg min Φ χ
(2)
χ

where Φ {·} is the cost function defined as the mismatch between the FW -computed [S11 ( fb,n | χ)] and
th ) dB-scale input reflection coeﬃcients
target (S11
{
}
)
(
Nb
B ∑
th
{ } ∑
S11 fb,n | χ − S11
Φ χ =
H
.
(3)
th
S11
b=1 n=1
In (3) B is the number of resonating bands (i.e., B = 2), and
fb,n = fb,min + (n − 1) ×

∆fb
(Nb − 1)

(4)

is the n-th (n = 1, ..., Nb ) frequency sample within the b-th (b = {1; 2}) band of extension ∆fb =
(fb,max − fb,min ), fb,min and fb,max being the corresponding minimum and maximum resonant frequency,
respectively. Furthermore, H {·} in Equation (3) is defined for a generic input α as H {α} = α if α > 0,
H {α} = 0 otherwise.
In order to eﬀectively and eﬃciently deal with the global minimization problem (2) at hand, a
suitably customized implementation of the SbD is exploited. More specifically, the adopted synthesis
e {·} of the exact (but
strategy relies on a SSE block based on the PSO and a computationally-fast SM Φ
time-consuming) cost function (3). Following the guidelines in the reference{literature
{ [27],
} the Ordinary
}
e
Kriging (OK ) [23] is chosen to build Φ {·} starting from a training set T = (χt ; Φ χt ); t = 1, ..., T0
{
]
}
[ { }
of T0 oﬀ-line-generated examples of (3), χt ; t = 1, ..., T0 and Φ χt ; t = 1, ..., T0 being input
samples (i.e., PMM trial geometries) generated by means of the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS )
strategy and the associated cost function values computed by means of FW simulations, respectively.
According to the “confidence-enhanced” PSO-OK (PSO-OK/C ) SbD approach [27], an adaptive ML
strategy is implemented to progressively update the SM during the iterative optimization (i = 1, ..., I,
I being the number of iterations) by FW -simulating and adding to T a set of Tupd ≤ I properly-chosen
trial solutions in order to improve the prediction accuracy and enable a more reliable converge towards
χ(opt) . Thanks to such a SbD strategy, the time saving with respect to a standard global optimization
(i.e., relying exclusively on iterated FW assessments of the cost function [16, 17]) turns out to be
(P ×I)−(T0 +Tupd )
∆t =
, P being the swarm size [27].
(P ×I)
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3. NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT
This section is aimed at assessing the capabilities of the proposed methodology for the synthesis of
dual-band radiators with arbitrarily-located target resonances. Towards this end, let us consider
in the following a first benchmark concerned with the design of a PMM simultaneously operating
in the LTE-1800 ([f1,min , f1,max ] = [1.71, 1.88] [GHz] → ∆f1 = 0.17 [GHz]) and the LTE-3500
th = −10 [dB]). The antenna is
([f2,min , f2,max ] = [3.40, 3.60] [GHz] → ∆f2 = 0.20 [GHz]) bands (S11
printed on a dielectric substrate of permittivity ε = 3.38 and loss tangent tan δ = 2.5 × 10−3 with
thickness η = 0.76 [mm]. As for the settings of the PSO-OK/C synthesis method, the guidelines in the
reference literature [27] have been adopted by setting P = 11, I = 100, and T0 = (5 × K) = 55.
Figure 2 reports the evolution of the cost function versus the iteration index, clearly indicating
the eﬀectiveness of the SSE block combined with the adaptively-refined OK-SM
in reaching the global
{ }
optimum of the problem at hand. As a matter of fact, a solution with Φ χ = 0 has been obtained at
the i = 94-th iteration (Tupd = 94 — Fig. 2), indicating that a fully-compliant PMM radiator has been
obtained with a time saving of ∆t ≃ 86% with respect to a standard PSO optimization. Such an outcome
is verified by the plot of the input reflection coeﬃcient in Fig. 3(c) associated to the optimal solution,
whose geometry is shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(b), while the corresponding DoF s are reported in Table 1. As
th for f ∈ [f
it can be noticed, the simulated reflection coeﬃcient is always S11 ( f | χ(opt) ) < S11
1,min , f1,max ]
and f ∈ [f2,min , f2,max ] [Fig. 3(c)], thus verifying the desired resonant features. To provide more insights
on the EM behavior of the synthesized PMM radiator, Fig. 4 reports the distribution of the surface
current at the center frequency of each target band [i.e., f1,c = 1.795 [GHz] — Fig. 4(a); f2,c = 3.5 [GHz]
— Fig. 4(b)]. As expected, the perturbed Minkowski fractal is diﬀerently excited in the two operating
bands, with larger values of the surface current occurring in correspondence with the smaller (1-st
iteration) details at the highest resonant frequency [Fig. 4(b)]. Finally, the corresponding gain patterns
in both bands are plotted in Fig. 5 for the horizontal (φ = 0 [deg]) plane [Fig. 5(a)] and the two
orthogonal vertical cuts [i.e., φ = 90 [deg] — Fig. 5(b); θ = 90 [deg] — Fig. 5(c)]. The reported
results verify that the synthesized antenna properly radiates in both target bands, exhibiting a stable
horizontal omnidirectionality [Fig. 5(a)] as well as monopole-like pattern features in the two vertical
planes [Figs. 5(b)–5(c)].
To further assess the eﬀectiveness of the SbD design methodology as well as to provide a proof
of the high flexibility of the proposed PMM radiator modeling, let us consider in the following
a second benchmark where the high-order resonance must cover the IEEE-802.11n standard (i.e.,
[f2,min , f2,max ] = [5.17, 5.835] [GHz] → ∆f2 = 0.665 [GHz]), still fitting the LTE-1800 band in the
lowest portion of the spectrum. Regardless of the significant shift of the second band with respect to
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Figure 2. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & LTE-3500 PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [3.40, 3.60] [GHz]) — Behavior of the cost function versus the
iteration index.
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Table 1. Numerical Assessment — Optimized values of the geometric DoF s for the syntesized PMM
radiators.
(opt)

(opt)

k

χk

χk [mm]
Figs. 3(a)-3(b)
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Figs. 6(a)–6(b)
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Figure 3. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & LTE-3500 PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [3.40, 3.60] [GHz]) — (a) Front and (b) back geometry of the
synthesized antenna; (c) behavior of the FW -simulated input reflection coeﬃcient versus frequency.
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the previous test case (i.e., from f2,c = 3.5 [GHz] to f2,c = 5.5 [GHz]), a proper impedance matching has
been achieved by the SbD optimized solution [Fig. 6(c)] thanks to the adopted perturbed fractal shaping
approach yielding the radiator geometry in Figs. 6(a)–6(b) (Tab. 1). Once again, the simulated gain
patterns shown in Fig. 7 on the three main planes verify a proper radiating behavior of the synthesized
monopole antenna in both operating bands. As for the total eﬃciency ν of the optimized design,
the simulated values at the two central frequencies are equal to ν|f =f1,c = 82% and ν|f =f2,c = 78%,
respectively, being therefore consistent with other microstrip monopole designs found in the recent
literarure [38, 39].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & LTE-3500 PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [3.40, 3.60] [GHz] — FW -simulated surface current distribution at
(a) f = f1,c = 1.795 [GHz] and (b) f = f2,c = 3.5 [GHz].
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Figure 5. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & LTE-3500 PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [3.40, 3.60] [GHz]) — FW -simulated gain patterns at f = f1,c =
1.795 [GHz] and f = f2,c = 3.5 [GHz] along the (a) horizontal plane (φ = 0 [deg]), and the vertical
planes at (b) φ = 90 [deg] and (c) θ = 90 [deg].
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Figure 6. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & IEEE-802.11n PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [5.17, 5.835] [GHz] — (a) Front and (b) back geometry of the
synthesized antenna; (c) behavior of the FW -simulated input reflection coeﬃcient versus frequency.
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Figure 7. Numerical Assessment (LTE-1800 & IEEE-802.11n PMM Radiator, [f1,min , f1,max ] =
[1.71, 1.88] [GHz], [f2,min , f2,max ] = [5.17, 5.835] [GHz]) — FW -simulated gain patterns at f = f1,c =
1.795 [GHz] and f = f2,c = 5.5 [GHz] along the (a) horizontal plane (φ = 0 [deg]), and the vertical
planes at (b) φ = 90 [deg] and (c) θ = 90 [deg].
4. CONCLUSIONS
An innovative methodology for the design of dual-band radiators with arbitrarily-tuned resonances has
been proposed. It exploits an unconventional modeling of the standard Minkowski fractal relying on a
perturbation of the 1-st order insets to overcome the fixed relationship between consecutive resonances
of the standard iterative fractal shaping approach. A customized SbD technique has been adopted to
synthesize PMM radiators fitting arbitrary user-defined impedance bandwidth specifications. A high
computational time saving with respect to a conventional PSO-driven synthesis has been yielded thanks
to an on-line adaptively-refined SM acting as a fast and accurate digital twin of the time-consuming FW
solver. The reported numerical results have assessed the eﬀectiveness and flexibility of the proposed
PMM shaping approach as well as the high eﬃciency of the adopted SbD synthesis engine.
The prototyping and experimental assessment of the designed antennas will be object of future
works. Towards this goal, the exploitation of antenna-plexers combining multiple filters to allow several
diﬀerent radios to share a single antenna will be taken into account [40, 41].
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